The CA3 and dentate gyrus (DG) regions of the hippocampus are considered key for 8 disambiguating sensory inputs from similar experiences in memory, a process 9 termed pattern separation. The neural mechanisms underlying pattern separation, 10
Introduction
Pattern separation is the putative process the brain uses to differentiate similar 25 inputs into non-overlapping outputs 1, 2 . In the case of memory, when a subject is 26 shown an image similar to one they recently viewed, pattern separation 27 mechanisms are tasked to differentiate the newly presented image from their 28 memory of similar images. Experimental work has found that the CA3 and dentate 29 gyrus (CA3/DG) regions of the hippocampus show neurophysiological signals 30 correlated with successful mnemonic pattern separation in humans 3-7 and rats [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . 31 However, there remain key gaps in our understanding of the neural basis of pattern 32 separation from this cross-species literature. For example, human fMRI studies 33 revealed BOLD responses in the CA3/DG regions of hippocampus characteristic of 34 pattern separation 3-6 but are limited by spatial and temporal resolution of the BOLD 35 signal. Important studies in rodents have shown electrophysiological correlates of 36 pattern separation of spatial environments in populations of CA3/DG neurons [8] [9] [10] [11] , 37 but the differences between the experimental designs used across human and 38 rodent studies make these results difficult to compare. In particular, other than the 39 usual difficulties in comparing BOLD with single neuron responses 13 , human pattern 40 separation tasks typically involve discrimination of visual stimuli from memory on 41 timescales less than 1 second 3,4,6,7,14 , while rodent pattern separation tasks involve 42 spatial discrimination of environments over the course of minutes 9-12 . 43 Here we address this gap between human and rodent pattern separation work by 44 electrophysiologically recording from single neurons in the CA3/DG regions of the 45 monkey hippocampus as animals perform a visual pattern separation task closely 46 related to that used in human fMRI work 3 . The use of non-human primates gives us 47 the ability to perform single unit recording while quantifying the relatively 48 complicated behavior required to assess pattern separation on a trial-by-trial basis. 49 In particular, the combination of these techniques allow us to address the 50 hypothesis-suggested by human fMRI work 3,4,6 -that CA3/DG neurons maintain 51 similar firing rates (firing rates) in response to novel and similar images when 52 animals succeed in behavioral pattern separation but respond differentially to novel 53 and repeat images during successful recognition. We also investigate if pattern 54 separation is driven by a subset of CA3/DG neurons or through varying levels of 55 contribution from the whole population. Finally, we ask if hippocampal regions shown. Animals were allowed to look at each image as long as desired (up to 10 s) 66 until they ended the trial by saccading outside the bounds of the image. We 67 compiled 19,350 novel images, 6450 repeat images (each a repeat of an image from 68 the novel set) and 6450 lure images (each similar to an image from the novel set). In 69 this way, monkeys never saw any novel or lure image more than once or the 70 repeated novel image more than twice. 71 We utilized a preferential looking framework to gauge the monkeys' ability to 72 identify repeat and lure images 15, 16 . To assess animals' overall performance on the 73 task, we pooled the looking times for each of the three trial types for 121 sessions in 74 three macaque monkeys (Rhesus BY=55 sessions, Rhesus I=56 sessions, Bonnet 75 B=10 sessions). Consistent with previous studies in monkeys 15 and infants 16 , we 76 found that animals looked for significantly less time at repeat compared to novel 77 images ( Fig. 1B) , indicating recognition of previously seen images. We predicted 78 that when monkeys identified a lure image, they would look longer at the lure 79 relative to a repeat image, as the newness of the lure should increase the looking 80 time of a portion of images through dishabituation 16 . Indeed, animals looked 81 significantly longer at lure compared to repeat images ( Fig. 1B) . Monkeys continued 82 to be engaged in the task across each session, as looking times for lure and repeat 83 images remained consistent throughout (Fig. S2a ). Because the number of 84 intervening images between each lure and repeat pair (0-3 images) did not show an 85 effect on looking time performance (p>0.6, multi-level ANOVA, Fig. S2B -C), all trial 86 types were pooled regardless of number of intervening images. 87 Behavioral Trial classification: In order to categorize correctly-identified repeat 88 and lure images using monkeys' behavior, we used signal detection theory to 89 compare the effectiveness of two different methods of trial classification: a classic 90 looking time analysis and a newly developed looking pattern assay. We defined four 91 categories of response for these analyses. Correctly classified repeat images, where 92 the monkey recognizes the repeat as a previously seen novel image, are called 93 "repeat"|repeats (as if the monkey responded "repeat" when shown a repeat), 94 while correctly classified lure images, where the monkey identifies the lure as 95 different than its previously seen novel partner image, are called "lure"|lures (Fig. 96 1C). "lure"|repeats are repeats that are incorrectly classified as lures, and 97 "repeat"|lures are lures incorrectly classified as repeats. 98 For the looking time analysis, we identified the amount of time the animal's eye gaze 99 stayed within the bounds of the visual image 15, 16 . This analysis, detailed in Figure   100 1C, achieved a hit rate of 0.39±0.01 and a false alarm rate of 0.34±0.01, which 101 yielded signal detection at d'=0.14 (Fig. 1D ). This rate indicates that only 39% of 102 lure images would be classified for inclusion in our neural analyses. 103 In an attempt to improve on this classification rate, we developed a novel looking 104 pattern assay, designed to assess monkeys' ability to identify images based on the 105 fixation points of their eyes as they viewed images (Methods) and inspired by 106 methods used to calculate attention maps in humans 17 . Briefly, we identified points 107 on the screen where monkeys fixated on images 18 , created attention maps by filling 108 each of these fixation points with Gaussian kernels and identified the similarity 109 between eye patterns of any pair of images by correlating the kernel fills between 110 the images (Fig. S3 ). This correlation in the looking pattern assay yields a single 111 value to assess behavior: ρ. If monkeys are shown any two random images, the 112 pattern of eye fixations should only coincidentally overlap, and therefore this assay 113 tends towards a low ρ value. However, if a novel and repeat image are compared, 114 this assay should tend towards higher values of ρ as monkeys identify and attend to 115 features in the previously seen image from memory 19,20 and therefore are more 116 likely to scan the same path 21, 22 . So when monkeys are shown a novel and then lure 117 image, if the monkey successfully discriminates the lure (a "lure"|lure), we expect 118 the ρ to be relatively low compared to when the monkey misclassifies the lure image 119 as a repeat (a "repeat"|lure). In this same sense, when monkeys are shown a novel 120 and then repeat image, if the monkey successfully discriminates the repeat (a 121 "repeat|repeat), we expect the ρ to be relatively high compared to when the monkey 122 fails to identify the repeat (a "lure"|repeat). We can then set a single threshold for ρ 123 to classify lures and repeats with this logic for both of these scenarios (Fig. 1C ). 124 Using the best threshold for separating "lure"|lures from "repeat"|lures for each 125 individual session (Methods), the looking pattern assay achieved a "lure"|lure rate 126 of 0.62±0.02 compared to a "lure"|repeat rate of 0.40±0.02 ( Fig. 1D ). This yields a d' 127 of 0.64, a 4.6x improvement over preferential looking, while also achieving this 128 classification level with a higher proportion of trials (i.e., 62% of lures were 129 identified as "lure"|lures compared to 39% for preferential looking, Fig. 1D ). The 130 looking pattern assay was also a marked improvement (1.6x) on classification of 131 trials by selecting "lure"|lure and "lure"|repeat images as those lures and repeats 132 with >1 fixation point (d'=0.4, Fig. 1D ), indicating that the looking pattern assay 133 utilizes information from the scanpaths 21,22 and is not just an artifact of center-bias 134 (Methods). Based on these findings, we behaviorally defined pattern separation as 135 trials where the monkey successfully discriminated lure images from novel images 136 using our looking pattern assay ("lure"|lures), and behaviorally defined recognition 137 as trials where the monkey successfully recognized repeat images 138 ("repeat"|repeats). Population analysis: We first performed a population analysis to get an overall 151 sense of how our pooled neurons respond during pattern separation and 152 recognition in the hippocampus. We aimed to address our first hypothesis, that 153 CA3/DG neurons would treat lure images more like novel images than repeat 154 images, and therefore maintain similar firing rates between novel and lure images 155 when animals succeed in behavioral pattern separation, but respond differentially 156 to novel and repeat images during successful recognition. We found the average 157 firing rate of each neuron during the fixation periods at the beginning of each trial as 158 well as during the presentation of novel, "lure"|lure (our pattern separation 159 condition), and "repeat"|repeat (our recognition condition) images. There was no 160 evidence of the firing rates during any of these periods coming from different 161 distributions (p=0.85, multi-level ANOVA after log transformation, Methods). 162 Therefore, we required more specific analyses to investigate if hippocampal 163 neurons respond differently during pattern separation and recognition. 164 First, we asked if we could identify a difference in hippocampal responses between 165 these two key behaviors by analyzing the distribution of firing rates for each pooled 166 trial type. If we assume our population of 186 neurons is a reasonable sample of the 167 active neurons throughout the hippocampus, and that any given trial in any given 168 session is on equal footing, we can combine all trials across all neurons into very 169 large pools of trials split by trial type (total trials recorded from each trial type: 170 27614 novel, 9671 lure and 9178 repeat trials). Pooling trials in this manner-after 171 normalizing each to their baseline firing rate-is akin to visualizing how 27614 172 hippocampal neurons would simultaneously respond to a single novel trial, 9671 173 neurons to a single lure trial or 9178 neurons to a single repeat trial. 174 A histogram of the distribution of firing rates created by normalizing trial counts to 175 give equal proportions of each trial type is shown in Fig Single cell analyses: Next, we ask if the pattern of firing rates shown during pattern 202 separation in our population analysis can be seen at the level of individual neurons. 203 In our task, in line with our overarching hypothesis, we expect a given hippocampal 204 neuron participating in pattern separation to show small changes in firing rate 205 between novel and lure images and therefore respond at similar rates to these two 206 trial types. However, if the animal recognizes a previously seen image, we expect the 207 neuron to show larger changes in firing rate between novel and repeat images and 208 therefore less similar responses. 209 To test our hypothesis for each neuron, we used the behavioral results from our 210 looking pattern assay to classify separate pools of "lure"|lure and "repeat"|repeat 211 trials for each session. For this particular analysis, we used a single (stricter) 212 threshold to classify trials instead of a different threshold for each session, which 213 allowed us to more selectively classify "repeat"|repeat trials without sacrificing 214 selectivity for "lure"|lure trials ( Fig. S7 and Methods). We found the correlation 215 between the vectors of firing rates between the pool of "lure"|lure trials and their 216 respective novel trial vector, as well as between the vector of firing rates for the 217 pool of "repeat"|repeat trials and their respective novel trial vector, to assess the 218 similarity in firing responses to these trial types for each separate neuron ( Fig. 3A) . 219 We kept only the 137/186 neurons recorded during at least 10 "lure"|lure and 10 220 "repeat"|repeat trials and assessed the significance of the 137 "lure"|lure and 137 221 "repeat"|repeat correlations using resampling (Methods). 222 We found 35/137 (26%) of CA3/DG neurons had significant correlations between 223 "lure"|lure and novel trials ( Fig. 3B , pink) but not "repeat"|repeat and novel trials. In 224 contrast, only 13/137 (9%) of neurons had significant correlations between 225 "repeat"|repeat and novel trials but not "lure"|lure and novel trials ( Fig. 3B, cyan) . 226 This relatively larger proportion of neurons with significant correlations for 227 "lure"|lure than for "repeat"|repeat is not expected by chance (p=4.7E-4, χ 2 228 (12.2,1)). We found a similar trend when performing the same analysis using all 229 trials (i.e. all lures and repeats without behavioral classification) or our standard 230 method of classifying trial types using different thresholds for each session (Fig. S8 ). 231 Therefore, CA3/DG neurons are more likely to maintain similar levels of firing rate 232 during "lure"|lure than "repeat"|repeat trials, supporting our hypothesis that 233 neurons in this region express pattern separation by responding to lure images with 234 similar firing levels as novel images. 235 In the previous analysis, we used the results of our looking pattern assay to select 236 for pools of trials during successful pattern separation ("lure"|lure) and successful 237 recognition ("repeat"|repeat). However, we can perform an even more detailed 238 analysis by using the behavioral output from our assay (ρ) for each single 239 comparison (e.g. novel v. "lure"|lure) and plotting it vs. the change in firing rate 240 (ΔFR) of a given neuron between each image presentation ( Figure 4A ). On these 241 graphs, in line with our hypothesis that hippocampal neurons show similar firing 242 levels to lure images as novel images during successful pattern separation, we 243 anticipate that when monkeys succeed in pattern separation of lure images (low ρ) 244 neurons will show only a small ΔFR between lure and novel images. However, when 245 monkeys show relatively poor behavioral evidence of pattern separation of lure 246 images (high ρ), we expect neural ΔFRs to be larger. Therefore, positive correlations 247 on these plots for "lure"|lure trials are evidence for our hypothesis: that CA3/DG 248 neurons maintain more similar levels of firing during successful pattern separation. 249 We found the correlation, R, between ΔFR and ρ (as in Fig. 4A ) for "lure"|lure trials for "lure"|repeats as for "lure"|lures, our hypothesized signature of pattern 263 separation would be no better on misclassified repeats as correctly classified lures. 264 Indeed, for these same 76 neurons the R values for "lure"|repeats were significantly 265 lower than "lure"|lures (p=0.0043, multi-level ANOVA (Methods)). These data 266 indicate that when monkeys successfully identify a lure image, which we consider 267 successful pattern separation, CA3/DG hippocampal neurons are more likely to fire 268 at rates akin to when they view novel images. 269 Next, we asked if this pattern separation signal seen across the population of 270 CA3/DG neurons is driven by a small subset of "pattern separating" neurons. We 4B-D) even though only a small proportion of neurons contribute on any given trial. 317 Finally, we show that CA3/DG neurons are tuned more strongly for pattern 318 separation than recognition memory signals ( Fig 4C) . These findings confirm 319 predictions from human fMRI studies using a similar task 3 and provide new insight 320 into how individual neurons in CA3/DG respond as a population to achieve pattern 321 separation on a trial-by-trial basis. We discuss the implications for these insights for 322 the code underlying pattern separation below. 323 Our initial hypothesis, that during successful pattern separation CA3/DG neurons 324 would treat lure images more like the presentation of novel stimuli than repeats, 325 directly follows from BOLD activity patterns measured in the CA3/DG region of the 326 hippocampus in contrast to the surrounding medial temporal lobe 3,4,6 . However, this 327 pattern of firing was not readily apparent when looking at single pairs of trials for a 328 given neuron, but instead was only evident when visualized across many pairs of presentations of recently shown words 26 . In this study, a small percentage (1.6%) of 381 recognition trials showed significantly higher spike counts than expected for a 382 typical distribution, which shows on the Q-Q plot as a tail rising from the y=x line. 383 We did not see such a signal in our Q-Q plot for repeat trials, but on the contrary 384 found firing rates tended to drop for repeat trials compared to novel and lure trials. 385 This difference could very well be task-dependent, as subjects in Wixted et al were 386 explicitly tasked to recognize well-known words during a retrieval phase after being 387 instructed to study them during an encoding phase. In our task, while monkeys are 388 familiar with the task structure after many sessions of practice before recording, the 389 encoding phase was incidental and the animals only implicitly recognized repeat 390 images. In addition, monkeys were also shown lure images intermixed with repeats, pattern separation tasks used in human fMRI work, we expect our results to be 427 more related to the human work due to task similarity. Future studies can work to 428 bridge these gaps between research models with new task design in rodents 429 (including non-spatial tasks that drive hippocampal responses 39 ) and more 430 powerful recording techniques in nonhuman primates and humans. 431 Notably, our use of the looking pattern assay, which assesses pattern separation via 432 the pattern of animal eye fixations, provided a significant step forward in 433 quantifying behavior on a trial-by-trial basis. In particular, we showed that 434 analyzing the patterns of eye fixations with this assay did a better job classifying 435 pattern separation and recognition behavior than standard preferential looking 436 methods (Fig. 1D ). Not only can this technique be applied to more advanced 437 memory tasks in monkeys, particularly with more ecological stimuli like videos, but 438 could also be used to implicitly measure pattern separation in humans. For example, 439 this new analysis may be particularly relevant for pattern separation tasks in 440 humans in which markedly different fMRI results have been found when subjects' 441 memory is overtly tested (respond "new"/"old"/"similar") 5 vs. being incidentally 442 probed (respond "indoor"/"outdoor" object) 3,6 (see discussion in Lacy et al (2010) ). 443 The looking pattern assay might provide an improvement in data collection for 444 these and other human tasks by quantifying pattern separation and recognition 445 behavior without the need for explicit responses. shorter than its respective novel image, this was considered a "repeat"|repeat. When 475 monkeys looked at a lure image longer than its respective novel image, we 476 considered it a "lure"|lure. For the looking pattern assay, when ρ between a repeat 477 and novel image was higher than threshold, this was considered a "repeat"|repeat. 478 And when ρ between a lure and novel image was lower than threshold, we 479 considered this a "lure"|lure. Therefore, when ρ is lower than threshold on 480 repeats-a false alarm event-we call this a "lure"|repeat. And when ρ is higher 481 than threshold on lures-a false negative event-we call this a "repeat"|lure. D) Hit 482 rate (a hit being a "lure"|lure) and false alarm rate (a false alarm being a 483 "lure"|repeat) for 88 sessions in 3 monkeys for three classification methods 484 (Methods). Left: looking time assay. Center: looking pattern assay using the best ρ 485 threshold value for each session. Right: classification of hits and false alarms using 486 only lures and repeats with >1 fixation. Each classification method was done with 487 the same threshold for both "lure"|lure v. "repeat"|lure and "lure"|repeat v. images. We also found that monkeys showed no intent to 'cheat' the task by To test for differences between these 666 looking times based on trial types, we used multi-level ANOVA to compare looking 667 times of novel, lure and repeat images. Our predictors included categorical variables 668 for the three monkeys and the three trial types tested, with the dependent variable 669 the looking time on each trial. Our goal is to test for differences between trial types 670 after regressing out the variance of the looking times between monkeys and the 671 interaction of monkeys X trial types. Therefore, the resulting p-value we report 672 indicates only the significance of the trial type factor. We used the anovan function 673 in Matlab to make this comparison and then used the multcompare function to 674 perform pairwise, multiple comparisons-corrected Tukey HSD tests between pairs 675 of trial types. 676 We used a signal detection theory framework to classify behavior on lure and repeat 677 trials, with the true positive condition indicating the monkey looked longer at a lure 678 image than its previously shown accompanying novel image. We refer to such a trial 679 as a "lure"|lure, as if the monkey responded "lure" to a given lure image. The true 680 negative condition is when the animal looked less at a repeat image than its 681 previously shown accompanying novel image, which we refer to as a 682 "repeat"|repeat. Therefore, false negatives are when a lure was viewed for less time 683 than its accompanying novel image, which we refer to as a "repeat"|lure, and false 684 positives are when a repeat is viewed for more time than its accompanying novel 685 trial, which we refer to as a "lure"|repeat. 686 As shown in the main text, we achieved better classification performance using a 687 looking pattern assay (Fig. 1D) , which used the pattern of eye fixations instead of as trial classification for these trials was not possible. 706 We used this correlation value, ρ, to classify trials with a signal detection theory 707 approach similar to what was described for looking times above. If we calculated ρ 708 for patterns of eye fixations between two completely unrelated images, which would 709 have two random patterns of eye data (except that they both start in the middle of 710 the screen), we would expect a low ρ value. On the other hand, when we show two 711 identical images, we expect the patterns of fixations to be more similar, as animals 712 will be more likely to examine the salient features between the two identical images 713 and yield a higher ρ value if they recognize the image as a repeat. This effect of 714 similar eyetraces for repeated stimuli has been shown experimentally in humans 715 21, 22 , while there is a notable history showing that looking patterns are related to 716 hippocampally-dependent memory 19, 20 . 717 Therefore, when the monkey recognizes a repeat image as similar to a previous 718 novel image, a "repeat"|repeat, we expect a relatively high ρ value. And when the 719 monkey fails to recognize a repeat image, a "lure"|repeat, we expect a relatively 720 lower ρ value. On the other hand, when the monkey treats a lure image as different 721 from a previous novel image, a "lure"|lure, we expect a lower ρ value. And when the 722 monkey fails to identify a lure image as different from a novel image but instead 723 treats it more like a repeat, a "repeat"|lure, we expect a higher ρ value. By setting a 724 threshold value of ρ we can then classify repeats into "repeat"|repeat or 725 "lure"|repeat and lures into "lure"|lure or "repeat"|lure. To find what threshold 726 value optimally classified repeats and lures for each session, we made an ROC curve 727 using "lure"|lure as true positives and "lure"|repeat as false alarms and 728 parametrically tested values of ρ to find one that maximized d'. The median 'best 729 threshold' calculated for each session was 0.525 and the mean value was 0.56±0.03 730 (SE). These best thresholds were used for our behavioral analysis in Figure 1D as 731 well as the neural analyses in Figures 4, S6 , S8B and S9. 732 We also classified repeat and lure trials by just using a single threshold for all 733 sessions. While using a constant threshold worsened our behavioral classification 734 (session average d'=0.39 as opposed to 0.64 for best threshold, Fig. S7 ), we used this 735 metric when we wanted to more selectively classify recognition trials 736 ("repeat"|repeat). The intuition for this is that the best threshold calculations 737 described in the previous paragraph maximize the difference between true positives 738 ("lure"|lure) and false alarms ("lure"|repeat). This method left us with 40% of 739 repeat trials selected as "lure"|repeat ( Fig. 1D) . Therefore, the other 60% of repeat 740 images were classified as "repeat"|repeat. To more discriminatingly select 741 "repeat"|repeat trials, when we set a relatively higher single threshold of 0.6 for all 742 sessions, the average number of repeat trials classified as "repeat"|repeat was 743 reduced to 41% (a refinement of 19%). Meanwhile, setting this constant 0.6 value 744 only came at a cost of classifying lures as "lure"|lure at 70% (8% less refined than 745 best threshold, Fig. 1D ). We used a single threshold for Figure 3 , since we wanted to 746 compare pattern separation ("lure"|lure) v. recognition ("repeat"|repeat) with this 747 more refined selection of repeat trials. However, we still show similar trends when 748 using the less-selective-for-recognition best threshold method (Fig. S8B ). 749 As a control, we created a classification scheme for lure and repeat trials in which 750 we identified the number of fixation points (using ClusterFix, as explained above) 751 for each lure and repeat image and classified lures with >1 fixation point as (Fig. 1C) . The average firing rate across neurons was then compared between trial 817 types using multi-level ANOVA using the Matlab function anovan. The predictors 818 were categorical variables for the three monkeys as well as the four trial types while 819 the dependent variable was the average firing rate for each neuron during the 820 respective condition. 821 The population spike count analysis was modeled after a recent publication on the 822 responses of human hippocampal neurons to newly formed episodic memories 26 . 823 First, we took only images that monkeys viewed for at least 400 ms so that we could 824 measure the spike counts in the window from 200-500 ms after image presentation. 825 This represented 61.4% of all images presented to the animals (Fig. 1B) . We then
As evidenced by the skewed distributions of firing rates in Fig. 2A which trial type each spike count came from ("trial_types" variable). These two 858 categorical variables were then used to predict the vector of firing rates for all trials. 859 This analysis creates three potential factors that could explain the variance in firing 860 rates: differences between monkeys, differences between trial_types and differences 861 between the interaction of monkeys X trial_types. We are interested in testing for 862 differences between trial types after regressing out the variance from the other two 863 factors. Therefore, p-values reported for each multi-level ANOVA test are for the 864 trial type factor after inputting monkeys and trial_types as the categorical variables 865 and the firing rates as the dependent variable using the Matlab function anovan. 866 Once we determined that there is evidence of differences between the group means 867 between trial types, we tested for pairwise differences in the distributions using a 868 two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test . Since we see evidence of differences 869 between the novel v. lure and novel v. repeat distributions when visualized via QQ-870 plots (Fig. 2B) , this test is ideal since it quantifies the similarity of two distributions 871 using the absolute maximum distance from the x=y line in the QQ-plot. As we are 872 doing three separate pairwise tests, the Bonferroni-corrected alpha in this case is 873 0.017.
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Single cell analyses: For the analysis in Figure 3 , we used the 137 neurons with at 875 least 10 "lure"|lure and 10 "repeat"|repeat trials (using the single threshold version 876 of the looking pattern assay, Fig. S7 ) with a minimum average firing rate during 877 image presentations of 0.25 Hz. We found the firing rate during the presentation of 878 images for each neuron by accumulating spikes from image on time to image off 879 time and dividing by this length of time. We created vectors of these firing rates for 880 each neuron using our behavioral methods to segregate the trials into pools of 881 "lure"|lures and "repeat"|repeats. We also created vectors of novel images that 882 matched the "lure"|lures (i.e., each of the novel images whose paired lure image was 883 correctly identified) and "repeat"|repeats (each of the novel images that was 884 repeated and then correctly recognized). We then measured the Spearman 885 correlation between the novel v. "lure"|lure firing rates as well as the novel v. 886 "repeat"|repeat firing rates for each neuron ( Figure 3A ). To determine if these 887 correlation values were significant, we utilized a permutation test method to 888 account for the sparse firing structure of the data (instead of deriving a p-value from 889 an assumed normal distribution). For example, if we have a neuron with 50 890 "lure"|lure firing rates, and therefore 50 novel image firing rates that pair with these 891 lures, we pool all 100 firing rates together, shuffle them, randomly divide them into 892 two surrogate vectors of 50 firing rates and find the correlation Ρ' between them. 893 We then calculate 100,000 values of R' by repeating this permutation process, and if 894 the original Ρ between "lure"|lures v. their respective novel images is greater than 895 95% of the surrogate Ρ' values, we consider the correlation significant. We 896 performed this same process for the correlation values between "repeat"|repeats v. 897 their respective novel images. Neurons that were significant only for "lure"|lures or 898 "repeat"|repeats are shown in the top of Figure 3B , while neurons that were 899 significant for neither are shown in the bottom. 900 For the analysis in Figure 4 we used only the 76 neurons recorded during at least 20 901 "lure"|lure trials, 20 "repeat"|repeat trials and with a minimum firing rate of 0.5 Hz. 902 For each neuron, we found the change in firing rate (ΔFR) between each pair of 903 novel and "lure"|lure images as well as for each pair of novel and "lure"|repeat 904 images. Spikes were accumulated across the entire time the image was shown on 905 screen and divided by this looking time to convert to Hz before subtracting between 906 images to get ΔFR. We then found the ρ value from our looking pattern assay for 907 each of these pairs of images (novel v. "lure"|lure and novel v. "lure"|repeat) and 908 made separate scatterplots between ΔFR v. ρ for "lure"|lures and "lure"|repeats for 909 each of our 76 neurons (example in Figure 4A ). The Pearson correlations, which we 910 call R, of each of these scatterplots are shown in Figure 4B . The median value of each 911 is shown with a dashed line. Sign tests were done using the Matlab function signtest 912 with the null hypothesis that the correlations come from a distribution with a 913 median of 0. Comparisons between distributions were down using multi-level 914 ANOVA, where the predictors were categorical variables labeling the monkey each 915 neurons was from as well as the trial types being compared while the dependent 916 variable was the correlation R of each scatterplot. In this case, we regressed out the 917 variance from the monkey and monkey X trial_type variables such that we could 918 specifically probe the effect of trial_type on R and therefore report the p-value of 919 this test. 920 We fit the "lure"|lures, "lure"|repeat and "repeat"|repeat histograms in The R' values in Figure 4D were calculated using a similar method as previous work 925 that showed correlates of recognition in monkey hippocampus 15 . They are 926 comparable to the R values in Figure 4B -C, as they were found using graphs like 927 Figure 4A but with percent change in looking time (ΔLT) as the abscissa instead of ρ. 928 However, , we only kept repeat images when their associated novel image was ≥600 929 ms, and then only took those neurons recorded for at least 30 of these repeat images 930 and with a fixation period firing rate≥0.5 Hz. This left 148 CA3/DG neurons, for 931 which we found the Pearson correlation between the scatterplot of ΔFRs for each 932 novel and repeat image pair v. ΔLT between the pairs (e.g., if the monkey looks at a 933 novel image for 1 s. and its repeat for 0.5 s., this would be a -50% change in looking 
